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Highlights

- Requirement Overrides
- Regs & Legs IV
- LSAT and AP Definitions for Prospect Loads
- 1098-T Processing Updates
- Preferred Student Name on Class Roster
- XML Transcript Updates
Additional Features

- New and Updated Frameworks; Rules Engine Validations
- Campus Mobile Updates for User Preferences
- Expanded Functionality for SR Modules: Activity Management, Program Enrollment, and Research Tracking
- Expanded Functionality for CC Module: Evaluations
Re-Delivered Cobols to correct Cross-Listed Wild Cards: SRPCAGL2, SRPCEXTR, SRPCACRS, SRPCTEXT, SRPCACOL
Campus Community

- Emergency Contacts Self Service Page Error
- SEVIS Processing – Redelivered SQRs
  ccsevexj.sqr
  ccsevxt2.sqc
  ccsevds.sqc
Financial Aid

- Re-Delivered Pell COD Pages
- Re-Delivered Direct Lending Cobols: FAPDLOCH, FAPDLOVL
- Re-Delivered Cobols: FAPTRMU1, FAPPKPST, FAPKCTL, FACEQVRS, FAPINAS5, FMCALC14
- Updated AIX Cobol Compiler Step
Financial Aid (cont.)

- Re-Delivered AppEngine: SFA_SAP_3C
- Re-Delivered Self Service Page: SS_FA_LINKS
Recruiting and Admissions

- New AppClass for TOEFL Prospect Loads
- Admissions Self-Service – Application Status SS_ADM_APP_STATUS
- Re-Delivered SSS_STYLESHEET for External Education Page in Student Services Center
Student Financials

- Re-Delivered Cobols: SFPBILGE, SFPBICOR, SFPQDPST, SFP1098, SFP1098P
- Re-Delivered SQRs and DMS: SF1098VP, SF1098RP, SFP1098.dms
- Updated Tuition Calc - Eff. Date and Term Logic
- Re-Delivered Self-Service Pages SSF_SS_DIRDEP_BNK, SSF_SS_1098_DRILL
Student Records

- Re-Delivered AppClasses:
  SSR_CLASS
  SSR_MILESTONES

- Re-Delivered AppEngines:
  Enrollment Engine
  Class Roll
  SSR_VBROLLBN

- New Fields to Records:
  SSR_STDNT_GRAD (Key)
  SSR_APT_ATT
  SSR_VB_TUI_OVR (Key)
  SSR_VB_TUI_OVRW (Key)
Student Records (cont.)

- Re-Delivered RecordPeopleCode: STDNT_CAR_TERM
- Re-Delivered NSC Reporting SQR: srnslcex.sqr
- Milestone Security Updates: SACR – Update All Inquiry Only Permissions
- XML Transcripts: Transcript Templates / Subplan
- Self-Service Updates: Study List Courses – Grading Basis
Key Testing Areas

- AA Course List Wildcards
- CC Emergency Contacts
- CC SEVIS Processing
- FA SULA Compliance Setup
- FA Packaging
- FA SAP Processing
Key Testing Areas (cont.)

- FA Self-Service Awards
- AD TOEFL Prospect Loads
- AD Self-Service Application Status
- SF Tuition Calc
- SF 1098-T Processing
- SF Group Post
Key Testing Areas (cont.)

- SR Class Search
- SR Class Roll
- SR XML Transcripts
- SR Term Activation
- SR Student Milestones
- SR Veteran’s Benefits
Campus Solutions Bundle #31 Summary Review

By: Ryan Foxworthy on Nov 13, 2013
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HEUG Colleagues,

I have been encouraged by many of you to submit my Bundle Summary as a Blog on the HEUG. This is my first time doing this, so I would ask for your patience as I try this new medium to present my review notes to you all.

I have completed my review of CS Bundle #31 and I can say that this bundle was overall a light one but high on impacts. This bundle sees new functionality being rolled out to help support our Latin American Colleagues along with Regs and Legis for Financial Aid. In addition, we are continuing to see the gradual phasing out of Crystal Reports from Campus Solutions as SF has had a large number of reports adapted for BI Publisher.

This Bundle also saw increased functionality for Campus Solutions Self-Service mobile with the delivered web services supporting Enrollment, Financial Aid, and Student Financials. On a technical side, we also see some additional Row Level security options delivered as well as updates to the current User Security Replacement process.

Below please find the DocId for Functional Documentation pertaining to this Bundle:
https://support.oracle.com
Doc ID#: 1594532.1
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Future HTS Training Opportunities

- Oracle University
  - Records and Registration Bootcamp – 09/22
  - Transfer Credit – 10/03
  - Academic Advisement Fundamentals – 10/20

- Custom End User Training Workshops
- Custom UPK Development
- Training Strategy & Plan Development
- Bundle Summary Webinars
Help protect your ERP investment from becoming dated. A 2-day workshop that will give your institution insight into all the latest features that PeopleSoft has delivered on the 9.0 version. HTS will work with your team to help identify which functionality will help you reach your strategic goals and how begin implementing that functionality.

- More Detailed View of Top Features/Functions From Bundle 1 to 34
- Map New Functionality to Strategic Goals
- Rank Functionality Based on Your Institution’s Needs
- Get a Startup Checklist On How to Incorporate New Functionality
Future HTS Training Opportunities

- Contact:
  Megan Sullivan, Director of Education Services
  msullivan@htsglobal.com